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Recognizing Partially Hidden Objects’
by

.I.

L. Turney, T. N. Mudge and R. A. Volz2

The recognitionproceduresearches for a object inaimage of
partiallyoccludedobjects
by firsttrying to locatethemostsalient
segment of that object in the image. If the most salient segment is
found, configuration pairs containing it are sought. As soon as a configuration pair is located the pose of the object is assumed to be completelyrecognized,since
thetrainingprocedureproduces
onlythose
pairs that can uniquelyidentify anobject. If the mostsalient segment cannot be found, or if none of the configuration pairs containing the segmentcan befound, the recognitionprocedurecontinues
with the next most salient segment.
Many of the concepts developed in this paper are based on earlierwork by the authors andothers. A brief summary of some of
this work follows.
Underlyingthesegmentmatching
that is required as part of
our overallrecognitionprocedure
is ageneralization of the Hough
transform. Workon thistransform goesbacka
number of years.
of theHoughtransform
to
Duda and Hart [DuH72] usedaversion
locate portions of the boundary ofan object from edge points in an
image. In the Hought.ransform animageboundary
is located by
constructing a parameterized version of the boundary and determiningwhich
parametersaremostconsistentwiththeimagepoints.
The set of parameters that describe a boundary can be regarded
as a
pointinamultidimensionalparameterspace.Foreachimagepoint
the locus of all theparameterpointsthatcorrespond
to the image
point (i.e., thoseparameters
of boundaries that passthroughthe
imagepoint)
is recorded.Thisisrepeated
forallimagepoints.
Parameter space is partitioned into discrete regions and a histogram
is constructed that counts the number
of locipassingthrougheach
region. The location of the peak in thehistogramyieldsa
region
whose associated parameter point is considered to correspond to the
boundary most consistent with the image. This work inspired considerablesubsequentwork.One
of the mainthemes of this later work
was to speed up the procedure and reduce the number
of false peaks
that couldoccurin
the histogram by reducingthenumber
of loci
through the use of constraints (in the original form of the transform
everyimagepoint
is assumed to belong to everypossibleloci
that
can pass through it).
Ballard [Ba181] developed a restrictedform of the generalized
Houghtransform that can beused forrecognizingpartiallyhidden
objects. In the generalized
Hough
transform,atemplatr
of the
object is parameterized by itslocationandorientation.
A Hough
approach is then used to determinetheseparameters.The
generalizedHoughhasbeenshown
to be an efficient form of template
matching. Ballard restricted
the generalized Hough approach by histogramingonlythoseparameters
whichallow the template to pass
throughtheimagepointwiththesameslope
as theimagepoint.
This workrepresentedasignificantimprovement
onearlierHough
transform based techniques. However, incorrect determination
of the
location and orientation of an object still occurs when the degree of
occlusion is high (TMV841.
Perkins [Per781 developed a method for hidden part recognition
that sought matches for straight line and circular arc segments that
he referred to as “coneurves.” The matching was done in the slope
angle-arclengthrepresentation of the boundaries. (The slope angle
arclength representation is discussed in [Ba18!2] and in the section on
matching.)Theconcurvesweredetermined
from templates of the

Abstract
In thispaper,anapproach
is describedforrecognizingand
locating partially hidden objects in an image. The method is
based upon matching pairs of boundary segments of th- template of anobjectwithpairs
of boundarysegmentsinthe
image.Using
a Bayesianbasedsignaldetectionapproach,
pairs of segments are selected from the template of the object
suchthattheprobability
of correctlyidentifyingt.heobject
giventhatthepair
is matched in the image is close to one.
Assuming that models of all objects which might appear in the
scene (a reasonable assumption for industrial applications) are
k n o w n a priori, suitable pairs of segments can be determined a
priori. Preliminary investigation suggests that the technique is
robust and that subsecond recognition time can be achieved.

INTRODUCTION
A problem of great practical interest in machinevision is the
recognition of objectsthatarepartiallyhidden.Forexample,
consider assembling a kit from parts dumped on a table, or extracting a
part from a bin of parts. In both of these cases it is likely that some
of the objects willbe partially hiddenfrom the view of the camera
because others are lying on top of them. In this paper we will present
a method for recognizing objects
that are partially hidden. The discussionwill be limited to recognizing flattwodimensionaluntilted
objects. Each object will then have only two possibleviews,onefor
each flat side.
The methodusesoverlappingboundarysegmentsandrequires
that all the segments of each view of all the objects that can occur in
a scene be known a priori. The method is particularly suitable for an
industrialenvironmentwheretheobjectsandtheir
geometryare
known beforehand, An off-line training procedure selects, using the a
priori information, configuration pairs of segments that can uniquelv
define the position and orientation (pose) of an object given the other
objects that can occur in an
image. A configuration pair is simply a
pair of segments and their pose with respect
to each other. Clearly.
a segment that occurs in a large number of the configuration pairs of
aparticularobject
is morelikely t o beusefulinrecognizing
that
object,assumingthatpartial
occlusionoccursrandomly.
We adopt
theterminology ofITMV841 andrefer to such segments as # d e n t
segments. The degree of saliency or a segment 8 can be quantified
by countingthenumber
of configurationpairs that 8 appears in.
Theset of segments thatappeartogetherwith
8 in configuration
pairs is termed the coset of 8 ; the degree of saliency of 8 is the cardinality of coset(8 ). Itisimportanttogotethatthe
degree of
saliency of thesegment
of anobjectisdependent
on theother
objects in the a priori set of objects which can occur in an image
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objects during training. This approach
allowed objects to be locatea
that were partially hiddenprovided the degree of occlusionwas not
high. A high degree of occlusion hindersconcurvematching,
since
concurves are generally large segments of the boundary.
Bolles andCain
[BoC82]developed anapproach
for hidden
object recognitionreferred to as “local feature focus.”During training a set of easily identifiable
features,
referred t o as “focus
features,” werelocatedin
an object. A list of neighboring features
which distinguisha focus feature from otherfeatureswas compiled
for each focus feature. During run-time a set of correspondences was
established between image features and object features in the neighborhood of a focus feature. A graph wasformed withtheset
of
correspondencesas nodes andthe consistenciesbetweencorrespondences asedges. A graphmatchingtechnique,themaximal
clique
algorithm, was used tolocatethelargestcluster
of mutually consistent correspondences of the object features to the image features.
Once a focus feature was located the orientation and location of the
object could be determined. As noted in IBoC821 the inherent weakness of this approach is its reliance on detecting local neighborhoods
of features; the local neighborhoods must be non-occluded to be useful in recognition. Our work extendsthisapproach
by relyingon
configurations of features that are more general than
local neighborhoods of focus features, moreover we avoid the need for consistency
checking.
T h e approach presented in ISeg831 matched extrema in curvature in6he boundary of the image to extrema in theboundaries of
templates of theobjects.Theapproachworkswith
globalinformation in the followingsense. A global orientat,ion of t h e o b j x t was
first determined by histograming the difference in orientation of each
extrema in the imageboundarywithrespectsimilarextremainthe
templateboundary,then
a global translation along the z axis was
determine by histograming differences in the z location of extrema
in the image withrespectto
similar extrema in thetemplate,and
finally a global y location was determined in a similar fashion to the
z location. The method achieved significant speed at the expense of
3crwary. If similar objects or objects having similar extrema in differentconfigurationsappear
in theimage,thetechnique
break.
down i\ccurately determining the second derivative of the houndan.
t o identify extrema is also a source of error.
Theapproachpresented
in (AI3B841 approximatedtheboundary of anobject bypolygons.
A linearsegmenttakenfrom
an
approximation of the object is matched to a linear segment generated
from an approximation of the image boundary. In order t o reduce the
number of suchmatches“preferred”segmentswerechosen
that
wouldoccur with low frequency in the image. These preferred segments weregenerally those of longer length. If a matchoccurred, a
hypothesis was generated for the possible location of the object from
a comparison of the ditfeerence in pose a( the object and image segments. Once a match between segments was found, neighboring 8egments of theobject werecompared to neighboringsegments of the
image to determined consistency. If they were consistent, a Kalman
filteringtechniquewas
used toupdatetheestimated
pose of the
objectfromtheinformationgatheredfromthecomparison
of the
neighboringsegments.Thistechniquecombines
good accuracywith
speed, however,two
drawbacksareits
relianceon
the polygon
approximation and the use of preferred segments. If an image boundary is noisy, the polygon derivedfromitmay
differsignificantly
from thatderived from theobjectstemplate.
If the preferred segments are occluded, which is highly likely because they were chosen
as the longest segments,thenumber
of matches that must beperform grows rapidly.
Turney et al [TMV83], jTMV84] matched fixed length template
contour segments to image boundary segments of the same length in
a space where the
slope angle of a contour is parameterized by i t s
arclength.Templatessegmentswere
weightedaccording
totheir
“saliency.” The algorithm was able to
recognize objects evenwhen
they were heavily occluded, but required a large amount ofoff-line
computation.
The work presented in (BhF841 used a twostagehierarchical
stochasticlabelingmethod
for matching a objecttemplates tothe
imageboundary. They approximated thetemplate and the image

boundary by polygons.Associated with each image polygon segment
weretwo probability vectors: onevector whose elements were the
probabilities that the segment
could be labeled as each of the segments of the
template,
and
a
second vector whose elements
represented the compatibility of the neighbors of the image segment
withtheneighbors
of each of thetemplatesegments.
A twostage
optimization technique was used to maximize a global criterion which
maximized consistency whileminimizing ambiguity.Thealgorithm
is computationally intensive.
In IBoC82], ITMV831, and ITMV84) emphasis was placed on the
context in which anobject is found. Bolles andCain chose local
features which were unique to an object and its pose t o disambiguate
theobject from otherobjectsandother
poses of thesameobject.
Turney et a1 used extendedfeatures,i.e.,theboundarysegments
of
the object, to provide unique identification of the object of interest.
In industrial applications one generallyknows the number and exact
shape of the objects that are to appear in a scene, and it is advantageous to use thisinformation
t o distinguish objects.Thispaper
presentspreliminaryresultsfrom
an algorithmthat also uses this
contextual information. The nextsection explains the hidden object
rnc-nnition
method in term of signal detection
theorv.
The
$uhsequent sections discuss matching template segments of objects to
3.nage segments, training and recognition.

OBJECT RECOGNITIONAS SIGNAL DETECTION
In this section we present a Bayesianbasedsignal
detection
view of the recognition procedure, based on configuration pairs, that
wasoutlined in theIntroduction. Assume that the boundary of an
object, object 1, appears in a scene with its location and orientation
about an origin as shown in Fig. la. In the terms of signal detection
theory this boundary represents a signal, S’(ZO,~O,$~),
derived from
object 1 when the object is placed a t location (zo,y0)
with orientation $o. This signal is transmitted to the camera and forms part of
theimage. Any rotation or shift of thisboundaryrepresents a different signal S’(z ,y ,$), where z , y , and 4 representadifferent
pose from z o , yo, and do. The rotationsandshifts of other boundaries of other objects that can appear
in the imagecorrespond to
different signals, S ’ ( z ,yy4),
where i # 1 .
Assume that R , shown in Fig. l b , represenhtwoboundary
R as a
segments that have becn extracted from an image. Treating
received signal we seek the probability that it identifies S I ( z o,yo,$o)
as thesignalsent,
i.e., Pr [ S’(zo,yO,$o)
sent I R recelved
This can be determined from
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R can be produced in manyways. In particular, R can be produced
by an accidental alignment of segments of different objects (see Fig.
2). In thispaperthe
possibility of accidentalalignment is ignored,
then

where S‘ (z ,y,$),
forall i , z, y and 4, represents all the possible
signals that can be sent, Le., all the boundaries of all the segments in
all poses. Assume that R consists of two segments of fixed arclength,
u o . Call these r I and r 2 (see Fig. Ib), then (1) can be rewritten as
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Assume that all signalshaveequal
becomes
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Upon
reception
of R , i t would be possible to estimate
the
the
probability that S ' ( Z ~ , ~was
~sent
, during
~ ~ run-time.
)
However,
givennumber
large
the
of possible
signals,
this would atake significant amount of computation. Instead, we adopt a simpler but
less
accurateapproach whichallows the bulk of thecomputationto
be
performed in an off-line training phase.
is necessary to
In order to eliminaterun-timecalculationsit
eliminate
the
dependence
of P r [ S1(zo,yo,gjo) I R ] on the
receivedsignal R . From our approximation the numerator
of ( 5 ) is
zero unless 6( <uj:
>,<r 1 , r 2 > ) < d o . Terms containing the
pair < a i l ,ai, > in the
denominator
will be zero
unless
6 ( < a f 1 , s / 2 > , < r 1 , r 2 > ) < d o . Thus, if Pr [ r l r 2 a / , a i 2 ]
is tocontributetothe
denominator, the largest
distance
that
<sil , 8 ; , > can be from <a,: ,ai: > is 2 d 0 . We will include only

S'(Z,,YOdO)

'

(4)

,Y ,4J

Let 8,' representasegment
of S'(z ,y ,6)of arclength ao, and let
(I' (z,y ,q5) represent the set of all configuration pairs (ordered pairs)
S ' ( z ,y,$).
of segments, < a j , a L > , thatcan be producedfrom
The probability that
,a,', > E u ' ( z ,y,4) is received as the
pair of segments < r l r r l > is theprobability that noiseresulting
fromsamplingandquantizationdistorts
and si, into r and r
respectively.
Let
6 be metric
a
which
measures
the
"dist,ance"
between configuration pairs of segments. We approximate the probabilit,y Pr [ r 1 r 2 I S ' ( z ,y,4) ] by the value 1 if there exists a configuration
pair
of segments, < 8 ; ,
> € u ' ( z ,y,~$),such that
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I
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Figure 1. Signal sent and signal received.

Figure 2. Accidental alignment.
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within
term,s
configuration
pairs
inhave
t h e denominator
that
2 d o of
< a i , ,a;% >, and set their values to 1. This approximation is made,
noting thatits
effect is to sometimesincreasethevalue
of the
denominatorabovethevaluethat
wouldbe estimated a t run-time.
This
lowers
simply estimatethe
of the probability
a
to
more pessimistic value. In practice it has been found to workwell.Withthis
approximation the
denominator no
longer
depends upon R.
Rather
it
(5)
depends
upon
ai: and e l : , which in turndepend upon zO,yo, and
bo. approximate
Denote
this denominator
by D ,l,
(zo,yo,cjo).
,

fixedthresholddistance),
and by 0 otherwise. Further assume that the reception of < r 1 , 1 2 >
depends only
on
the
configuration
pair
>. Then (4)
becomes
l,r2>)
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With theseapproximations D
off-line,
and
the
probability
Pr
estimated during run-time by

( 2 o,yo,40) can

[

I

be calculated

MATCHING SEGMENTS

f? ] can be

S’(ZO,~O,~O)

A criticalphase of theprocedure for locating an object in a
scene of partially hidden objects involvesmatchingsegmentsfrom
the template of the object to be located to segments in the image of
the scene. The approach usedin
this work has been discussedin
detail in [TMV83] and [TMV84], and is summarized here.
Thetemplateand
image boundariesare
represented in two
spaces, in normalCartesian space and in slopeangle-arclength space,
or 0-a space (seeFig. 3). Thetemplateand
image boundaries in
both 0-a space and Cartesian space are partitioned into segments
of
fixed arclength o o .

In

acrordance with approximation
our numerator.
the
P r [ r , r I 3f!, 8 , : 1. takes on thevalue 1 in (6).

i2

Since the calculation of D (z,y ,4) depends only upon a relative
distance
metric
for pairs of objects on the
same
object,
D (z ,y ,I$) is independent of the pose of theobject.Therefore, in
the following, the notation will reflect this and D 2: (z ,y ,$) will be
shortened to D .

Matchingisperformed
in 8-0 space since it IS moreefficient
Rotations
in Cartesian space
than matching in Cartesian space.
become offsets i n 0-0 space.
During matching a #-a representation of the template segment
(shown with a heavy line in Fig. 4) is moved along the u axis so that
i t s center is aligned with the center of the image segment to which it
is t o be compared. Thetemplatesegment
is thenshifted in the 0
dirertion so that the mean 0 value of the template segment has the
samemean 8 value as theimagesegment.This
0 shift (see Fig. 4)
measurestheaverage
slopeangledifferencebetween
thetemplate
and image segments and
willbe referred to as the “angle of match.”
The difference in 0 is foundbetween correspondingpoints of the

1:

The counting method of determining
in the scction on training.

D i2

for all i is discussed

This Raycsian approach of estimating whether or not a
signal
h a s been sent given the reception of apair of segments is used
to h a t e Partiallyhidden
togetherwiththematchingapproach
objects. Matching is discussed in the next section.

- v s l e r ~ t hin pireb

I

Figure 3. Cartesian and #-a representation of an object.
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Figure 4. Matching in 8-a space.
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template and image segment. The inverse
of sum of the squares of
thesedifferences is used to measure the similarity of the two segments. If theyaresimilar, as determined by a function of the thresbold d o , they are assumed to match.

of the next object, generating new lists of match records. These lists
being further increare again analyzed, possiblyresulting in D
mented. All other objects are matched and
all possible contributions
to D2: are counted.

If thetemplateand
imagesegmentsmatch
in &a space,the
match is recorded as follows.InCartesianspaceavectorfrom
the
center of thetemplate segment tothetemplate
centroidisdetermined. This vector is is rotated hy the“angle
of match” and
translated so thatitstail
is centered atthesame
location as the
center of the image segment (see Fig. sa). The location of the head
of thisvectorrepresentsapotential
location of the centroid of the
template in the image. Each pixel location
in the image has an associated list. If the head of thevector falls on aparticular pixcl,a
record containing the identity of the template segment and the angle
of match is stored in the list at that pixel location (see Fig. 5b).

In our
preliminary
implementation
only
configuration
pairs
with denominators equal to 1 were output inatable
as part of the
training ph3se. The table is termed the training table and is indexed
by thesubscripts of theconfigurationpair.Entries
in thetraining
table are considered to be the configuration pairs that can
uniquely
determine the pose of their associated object. The
saliency of each
segmentcan be determinedfromthetable.It
is thecardinality of
the coset of each distinctsegmentthatoccurs
in any of the configuration pairs in the table.

tz

Figure 5. Storing a record of the match.

TRAINING
LOCATINGPARTIALLY HIDDEN OBJECTS
The denominators for the conditional probabilities of an object
aretrained off-line. Thetemplate of theobjectto
be trained is
matched to templates of all of the objects (including itself) that can
appear in the image. From this matching information one can determine the denominators of the conditional probabilities.

When locating an object, for example object 1, a segment, a,:,
of the template of the object is matched to the segments of the boundaries in theimage using theapproach discussedpreviously.
The
mostsalientsegmentsarematchedfirstaccording
tothe strat.egy
outlined in the Introduction. When a template segment of the object
matches a image segment, a
record of the match is stored in a list
associatedwithapixel
at the location of apossiblecentroid of the
template. Then the list at that pixel and of all neighboring pixels are
examined to see if there exists any previous record of a match with
another template segment, say a;:,
a t the same match angle.

The object whose conditional probabilities are to be determined
is termed the training object.
As before let D ,?2 denote the denominator term for theconditionalprobability
when <u;: ,u;i > form
the configuration pair. The calculation proceeds as follows. The segments of the template of the training object are matched to the segments of the template of one of the objects. After matching, the list
of records at eachpixellocation
is examined. If the list a t apixel
location or the list of any nearby pixel contains a record of a match
by segment 6;: andarecord
of amatch by 6;; a t approximately
thesameangle
of match,then Dl: is incremented by 1. After all
lists generated for this match have been examined they are disposed
of and the template of the training object is matched to the template

If sucharecordexits,
the training table is examined using j l
and j 2 as indices to find if this configuration pair is present. If this
is the case then object 1 has been located.
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Fig. 6 shows the boundaries of the set of objects that were used
duringtraining in our experiments.Fig. 7 showsanexample of the
joint
probability,
Pr [ S'(Zo,yo,&)
I , R = < r 1 , f 2 > 1. The bulletindicatesthe
center of segment JI1 . A verticalline is drawnfromeach possible
center of a,', . The length of the line is proportional to the joint conditionalprobability
P r [ S1(z,,yo,~o)
R = < r l , r 2 > ] that
onewould obtain if 8,: werecenteredabouteach
of thesepossible
locations.

In thispaper i t has beenshown
thata Bayesian approach,
together with template segment matching in
8-a space can be used
asaneffectiveapproach
to locatepartiallyhiddenobjects.
A key
assumption was that the receivedpair of segments, < r 1 , r 2 > were
not an accidentally alignment
of two segments each from a different
object,but werereceivedfrom
a singleobject. In a realindustrial
scene,particularlya
bin of partssituation wherethere
are many
copies of the same part, this assumption
is likely to beviolated. In
these cases some configurations may require more than a pair
of segments.

I

Figure 8 illustratesthe recognition of twoobjects from apile of
parts. Preliminary estimates indicate
subsecond recognition times on
an Apollo 660 workstation.

Figure 7. Joint conditional probability
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